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ABSTRACT
The three dimensional equations of motion for a cable connected
space station--counterweight system are developed using a Lagrangian
formulation. The system model employed allows for cable and end body
damping and restoring effects. The equations are then linearized about
the equilibrium motion and nondimensionalized.
To first degree, the out-of-plane equations uncouple from the in-
plane equations. Therefore, the characteristic polynomials for the
in-plane and out-of-plane equations are developed and treated separate-
ly. From the general in-plane characteristic equation, necessary con-
ditions for stability are obtained. The Routh-Hurwitz necessary and
sufficient conditions for stability are derived for the general out-of-
plane characteristic equation. Special cases of the in-plane and out-
of-plane equations (such as identical end masses, and when the cable is
attached to the centers of mass of the two end bodies) are then examined
for stability criteria.
Time constants for the least damped mode are obtained for a range
of system parameters by numerical examination of the roots of the in-
plane and out-of-plane characteristic polynomials. For the in-plane
case, a comparison with results previously obtained in a two dimensional
treatment (but with a different damping scheme) is made.
The effect of first order gravity-gradient torques on the steady-
state motion is shown to be small. Resonance due to gravity-gradient
forcing terms is examined and is seen to occur for certain choices of
system parameters.
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NOMENCLATURE
A Coordinate system moving with the local vertical and
located at the c.m. of the system.
a Real part of a complex root of a characteristic equation.
aj The coefficient of 28-J in the characteristic equation
of the in-plane motion (j = 0,...,8).
i Unit vector along the i t h axis of the A coordinate sys-
tem (i = 1,2,3)
B Coordinate system fixed in the first end body at its
c.m. whose axes are the principal axes of body 1.
bk The coefficient of A4-k in the characteristic equation
of the out-of-plane motion (k 0,...,4)
.thbi Unit vector along the ith axis of the B coordinate sys-
tem.
C Coordinate system fixed in the second end body at its
c.m. whose axes are the principal axes of body 2.
c.m. Center of mass
cB. Rotational spring constant for a restoring torque about
the Bi axis.
CCi  Rotational spring constant for a restoring torque about
the Ci axis.
Ci Unit vector along the ith axis of the C coordinate sys-
tem.
D Coordinate system located at the system c.m. but with
its first ordered axis along the cable line.
d. Unit vector along the ith axis of the D system.1
XNOMENCLATURE
F Rayleigh dissipation function.
IBi Moment of inertia of body 1 about the Bi axis.
ICi  Moment of inertia of body 2 about the Ci axis.
kBi Rotational damping constant for a torque due to friction
about the Bi axis.
kC. Rotational damping constant for a torque due to friction
about the Ci axis.
kl Spring constant indicating the restoring force in the
cable.
k2  Damping constant associated with the dissipative force
in the cable.
£- The instantaneous cable length.
Lo The unstretched cable length.
e, The equilibrium length of the cable.
.ml  The mass of body 1
m2 The mass of body 2
q jth generalized coordinate.
q jth generalized velocity.
s The nominal inertial spin rate of the system, n + 0
TT Translational kinetic energy.
xi
NONMENCLATURE.
T Rotational kinetic energy
*R
T Total kinetic energy = TT + TR
t Time
ui  ith component of the relative velocity vector of body 1
with respect to body 2 projected along the Ai axis
V Total potential energy
,1 Coordinate measuring the variation of 83 from its
equilibrium value
a2  Coordinate measuring the variation of Y3 from its
equilibrium value
i  The ith angle in a 1-2-3 rotational sequence used to
describe the orientation of body 1 with respect to the
A system
r The ratio: n/(6n + Q)
th
Yi The i ancle in a 1-2-3 rotational sequence used to
describe the orientation of body 2 with respect to the
A system
Dimensionless coordinate measuring the variation of Z
from its equilibrium value 6 = (Z - Le)/1 e
01 Angle in the orbit plane measuring the orientation of
the cable line with respect to the A system
02 Angle measuring the out-of-plane orientation of the
cable with respect to the A system
0 The nominal spin rate of the system; also the equili-
brium value of 3 and 3
, The eigenvalue of a characteristic equation
i The reduced mass of the system = m1m2/(m1 + m2)
xi1
NONMENCLATURE.
P1 The attachment length of body 1 (distance from the c.m.
of body 1 to the point of cable attachment)
P2 The attachment length of body 2 (distance from the c.m.
of body 2 to the point of cable attachment)
T Time constant associated with the least damped mode of
the characteristic polynomial
T Nondimensional time, T = st
61 -Angle in the orbit plane, al - x, for planar motion
02 Angle in the orbit plane, a2 - X, for planar motion
x Angle measuring the deviation of 01 from its equili-
brium value
a. The orbital angular velocity of the system c.m.
'Bi Bi component of the angular velocity of body 1
WCi Ci component of the angular velocity of body 2
(') d( )/dt
Primed Parameters
I' 2
~i ei 2cci = cBilbCe.-Z2
ci ci= CC e
g 2
X111
NONMENCLATURE
kCi = kCi / 2
k = kl/v
k2  = k2/1
I
P1 = P1/L/e
P2  = P2/te
Double-Primed Parameters (Nondimensional)
kl;i  = k' / s
CC = CC /
Bi B
Ci Ci
k = k /s2 -1
kI k 's
k 2 k2 /s
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial gravity in a space station system may be created in
two different ways: the station in a rim-like configuration may be
rotated about its axis of symmetry, or the station connected to a
counterweight by a taut cable can be rotated about the system center
of mass. The second system may have certain weight and power system
advantages over the first; to change the spin-rate of the system it
is necessary to adjust the effective equilibrium length of the cable,
whereas in the rim configuration an active power source is required.
One of the earlier treatment studying the dynamic behavior of1
cable-connected two-body systems was given by Paul who considered
the planar motion and stability of a gravity-gradient stabilized,
extensible dumbbell satellite system where the cable mass effects
were neglected. Paul developed stability criteria and showed that,
if the internal friction resulted from "material damping" within the
elastic cable, there would be relatively little damping of a viscous
nature, but that a nonlinear time-independent type of hysteretic2
damping could be significant. Bainum et al included the effects of
distributed (unsymmetrical) end masses for the case of a gravitation-
ally stabilized tethered-connected interferometer system and con-
cluded that a combination of tether system damping and rotational
damping of the motion of the end masses about their own mass centers
must be employed; the use of one damping scheme without the other
2.
will not provide adequate damping of each normal mode for the rela-
2
tively long (e.g. 3 n. mi.) connecting lengths required. The first
three-dimensional stability analysis of a tether-connected gravita-3
tionally stabilized system was presented by Robe. His system con-
sisted of two identical but unsymmetrical distributed end masses con-
nected by a massless, extensible tether, resulting in nine degrees-
of-freedom. It was shown that there is a decoupling of the small-
amplitude motions within the orbital plane from those outside the
plane; therefore, additional "out-of-plane" stability criteria, would,
in general, have to be satisfied in comparison with the previous two4
dimensional criteria. A paper by Beletskii and Novikova considered
domains of possible three dimensional motion for a gravitationally
stabilized point-mass system connected by a flexible, massless tether
for the cases of both a taut and a slack tether.
In the area of rotating connected systems an earlier paper by
5
Chobotov included the effects of cable mass and elasticity with
point mass end masses and two-dimensional motion. It was found that
the gravity-gradient effects upon the small amplitude vibration
stability of the rotating system are very small and that the stabil-
ity criteria are functions of the cable natural frequencies, the
angular velocities of the station and orbital motion, and viscous
6
damping parameters. Subsequently, Stabekis and Bainum examined the
motion and stability of a rotating space station-massless cable-
counterweight configuration where the motion was restricted to the
3.
orbital plane. Although the system remained stable in the absence 
of
rotational damping (of end body motions), this damping in addition 
to
cable damping is necessary to achieve reasonable time constants 
for
the nominal parameters considered. A paper by Nixon deals 
with
determining the dynamic equilibrium states in three dimensions 
for a
completely'undamped system with an arbitrary number 
of cables. He
showed that his linear model accurately compares to the nonlinear
model when the cable tension has some initial value and when angles
do not deviate from their equilibrium values by more than one or two
degrees. Although Nixon analytically determined the states of equi-
librium in three dimensions, he did not perform an analytical stabil-8
ity analysis about these motions. Anderson, whose system 
had dis-
tributed end masses with lateral oscillations for three dimensional
motion, used an energy approach to analyze the motion of the system
under the influence of disturbance torques. He found that the basic
attitude response of the space station is that of an undamped second-
order system and that coupled to this basic response are rigid body
characteristics and cable lateral mode effects.
Of interest in this investigation is an examination of the
three-dimensional motion of the rotating cable-connected system for
the general case where the end bodies have a distributed mass (finite,
unequal moments of inertia) and the possibility of energy dissipation
in both the cable system and end bodies is included. To date, this
treatment has not appeared in the open literature and would represent
an extension to the problem considered in Ref. 6. Even if a decou-
pling of the small-amplitude in-plane motions from the out-of-plane
motions would result (as in Ref. 3), the additional stability cri-
teria emanating from these out-of-plane motions would have to be
carefully considered prior to the design of such a system as a means
of creating artificial gravity. The optimum design parameters of
such a control system may vary considerably from those inferred from
a two dimensional analysis.
5.
II. DESCRIPTION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL
It is assumed that the system center of mass follows a circular
orbit, that the cable is extensible but massless and that the system
at equilibrium has a nominal spin rate in the orbit plane about an
axis passing through its center of mass.
Five different coordinate systems describe the motion. The
fixed inertial reference is located at the center of mass of the
Earth, whereas, the A coordinate system is located at the center of
mass of the system model with the A1 axis along the local vertical,
the A2 axis in the direction of the velocity of the orbit and the A3
axis normal to the orbit plane. The third coordinate system is the
B system fixed in the space station (body 1 as shown in Fig. 1) at
its center of mass. The axes of the B system are assumed to be the
principal axes of body 1 with the cable attached at a point on the
B1 axis. A one-two-three sequence of rotations, respectively, 
is-
assumed to orient the B system with respect to the A system. The C
system fixed in a body 2 (the counterweight) at its center of mass
is defined the same way as the B system. Lastly, there is the D
coordinate system which is located at the center of mass of the
model and is defined by two rotations with respect to the A system:
an angle 61 in the orbit plane and then an angle 02 out of the plane.
By these rotations, the D1 axis is parallel to the cable line.
The transformations from the A to the B systems, from 
the A to
the C systems, and from the A to the D systems are given in equa-
tions (1) and (2) as:
Ev L 0 0 z 9soo o0 ZULS- C
(z) 0 Tsz US- 0 L. 0 Z
IV 0 TGULS GOO ZOULS 0 ZOSOZ)
EV 1),SO: I kU LS- 0 ZLSOD 0 EDLS0
(qL 1),ULS Tl)s6: 0 0 0 E)LSO:) EkULS-
TV 0 0 1 ZU L S- 0 Z)-soo 0 LkUs L S U03T
EV 19 soo IOULS- 0 Z SOO 0. Z9uLS 0s0
(eL) 0s~ ~ o 0 L 0 0 LS2~US
IV 0 0 1 -69ULS- 0 Z 5soo 0 69US 9SOZ) 19
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III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUATIOTIS OF MOTION
The following definitions of vectors are used throughout this
section (see Fig. 2).,
Position vector from the center of the Earth to
ri/o
the center of mass of body i (i = 1,2)
ri/A Vector from the c.m. of the system to the c.m. of
body i (i = 1,2)
Z Vector from the attachment point of body 2 to the
attachment point of body 1
A/o Vector from the c.m. of the Earth to the c.m. of
the model
ri/p Vector from the attachment point of body 1 to the
c.m. of body 1
r Vector from the attachment point of body 2 to the
2/P
c.m. of body 2
A/F Angular velocity of the A coordinate system with
respect to the fixed inertial reference (F)
mWB/A Angular velocity of the B system with respect to
the A system
BC/F Angular velocity of the B or C systems with res-
pect to the F system
WD/F Angular velocity of the D system with tespect to
9.
the F system
()F The time derivative of a vector with respect 
to the
fixed, inertial reference
( )A,B,C,D The time derivative of a vector with respect to
the noninertial A, B, C, or D systems, respectively
III. A. Energy Expressions and the Rayleigh Dissipation Function
To use Lagrange's equations, it is necessary to express the
total kinetic and potential energy of the system in terms of the
variables which describe the system's motion. This can be performed
by means of vector equations whose components are functions of the
variables.
The equation for the translational kinetic energy is,
• 2 1 2
TT = mlrl/o + m2r2/ (3)
*2
where ri/o = r-i/o "i/o for i = 1,2. From the fact that the A sys-
tem has a noninertial rotation, equations (4) and (5) may be obtained.
(rG/o)F = (rl/A)F+_A/F x rA/o (4)
(r2/o)F = (r2/A)F + A/F x rA/o (5)
Equation (6), arising from the geometry of the system (Fig. 2), is
4 + r1/p - rl/A + r2/A - r2/p = 0 (6)
From the fact that point A is the system c.m.,
10.
mlrl/A + m2r2/A =0 (7)
The model used has two end masses. This indicates that for gen-
eral unconstrained motion twelve variables are needed. If in addi-
tion, the variables al, e2 , and a are added for the cable line, there
will be fifteen variables in all. Equations (6) and (7) can be used
to express rI/A and '2/A in terms of the other vectors. Since the x,
y, z coordinates of each end mass are then eliminated, equations (6)
and (7) can be considered as six equations of constraint. Thus nine
independent variables describe the motion of the model and are
selected as follows: e and 02 for the orientation of the cable with
respect to the A system: a for the variable cable length; I, 2' 3
for the orientation of body 1 and yl, Y2 Y3, for the orientation of
body 2.
Equations (6) and (7) can be combined in order to express the
vectors rI/A and r2/A as:
1/A 2 [T + Tl/P r2/P] (8)
mI2/A- +m2 [ + rl/P - r2/P] (9)
+2/A= - 2l+m2
The derivative of equations (8) and (9) are taken, noting that
= (T)F + (r/P)F (r2/P)F (10)
Then after substituting the results of this differentiation into
equations (4) and (5), the following is obtained
m2u
( mm 2 + A/F x rA/o II
mlu - 2)
(r2/o F ml+m 2  +A/F x rA/o
It should be noted also that
u (r/A)F - (r2/A)F = (Fl/o)F -(r2/o)F. (13)
Equation (10) may be further expanded using the general equation
relating the derivative of a vector in an inertial system to its
derivative in a noninertial system,
(T)F =  ()D +  D/F x (14)
(r/P)F = (rl/p)B + wB/F x rl/P (15)
(r2/p)F = (r 2 /)C + OC/F x r2/P (16)
Since the cable can stretch, (Z)D = dl' Furthermore,
(rF/PB = (r/p)C = 0 since r l/P and r2/P are constant vectors in the
B and C systems, respectively.
Equations (11) and (12) when substituted into equation (3)
give
TT 1 (u .u) + 1 (ml+m2) IwA/F x FA/ol2  (17)
where the second term is constant for a circular orbit and constant
12.
orbital angular velocity.
The rotational kinetic energy has the form
3
TR = i ( Bi B ICi Ci2 ) (18)
since the axes of the B and C systems are the principal axes of
bodies 1 and 2, respectively.
The potential energy is, allowing for restoring forces in the
cable and end bodies,
" GMe(ml+m 2) 2V = - + kl(/-fo )rA/o
-(C 2 -2 (19)
+ (B i  + C i) (19)
2 i=l
where G is the gravitational constant, Me is the mass of the Earth and
the bars indicate variational variables defined later. The interac-
tion of on-board magnetics with the ambient magnetic field could pro-
vide rotational restoring torques derivable from the type of potential
assumed above and discussed in Ref. 2.
It is further assumed in connection with (19) that the restoring
force in the cable is proportional to the linear extension from the
unstretched length--i.e. the cable obeys Hooke's Law. Damping forces
are assumed to act through a dissipation function of the form:
3 .-2 -2 2
F 2 i (kBii + kCiYi) + k2 (20)
13.
where ai and y. are the time rates of change of the variational
variables corresponding to P i and yi. This type of damping on the
end bodies could be accomplished by employing three orthogonal mag-
.2
netometers together with appropriate electronics. It is also
assumed that the cable will provide viscous damping proportional to
the cable rate of extension.
III. B. Examples of Terms Expressed in the Nine Variables
The angular velocity of a body is expressible in terms of the
angles used to describe the transformation matrix and the time rate
of change of these angles. From the transformation matrix, equation
(la),
O-B/A = (Ncose3 cos 2 +  2sin3)bl
+ (- 1sin 3cose 2 + 62cosS3 )b 2 + (~Isin3 3 + 3)b3 (21)
It is noted that, in accordance with the assumed one-two-three
sequence of rotations, equations (la), that 1 corresponds to a
rotation about the A1 axis, P2 corresponds to a rotation about the
displaced A2 axis, and 3 is associated with a rotation about the
B3 axis.
The expression for u, the relative translational velocity vec-
tor, can be reduced for planar motion to the following:
u= [ - p(3 + ) sin (83 - el) -p 2 (' 3+ ) sin (Y3 - el)]dl
+ [(01 + Q)z + pl( 3 +P)cos(B 3 - el ) + p2( 3 + Q)cos(y 3- 01)]d2 (22)
14.
6
while'Stabekis has previously developed for the same quantity:
S= - pl (01 +  + )sinf 1 - P2(01 + Q +  2)sin 2]dl
+ ( 1+  (i61+ + 4i)cos 1 + p2 (6 1+ Q + 2 )cos4 2 ]d 2  (23)
By comparing the two, we can relate l to B3 and similarly #2
to Y3
83  1l + 1 3  1 + 2 (24)
for planar motion. The angles l and 2 describe the orientation
between the cable line and the principal axis of each end body which
is aligned with the attachment arm vector (Fig. 3).
III. C. Lagrange's General Eauation and the Procedure for
Developing the Equations of otion
With all expressions, kinetic, potential energies, etc., in
terms of the nine generalized coordinates, Lagrange's equations,
d (aT) _ (T-V) - aF (25)
dt aq qj aj
yield the nine equations of motion for this space station--counter-
weight system.
The expansion of equation (25) can be simplified by using index
notation. For example,
3
a(T-V) = (Vui  ui + I Bi + I C m wCi
aqj i= q Bii i aq Ci C qj3-q 3 3
15.
-c Y c Y )- kl(Lo) (26)CBi qj 
- CCiY i qj 1qj
The total expression for T-V need not be expanded before differ-
entiation. Similar expressions were used in evaluating aT/aqj.
III. D. The Equations of Motion
The nine equations of motion were derived with the approximation
that sin(qp) = qp and cos(qp) z 1 where qp is any one of B1, B2, 02.
Y1 or Y2 (angles out of the orbit plane). The approximation was made
after the final differentiation and all terms of degree higher than
two in qp were considered small. In addition it is assumed that the
attachment arm vectors '1/P, r2/P are in the direction of the unit
vectors, b, and cl, respectively; for the more general case where the
cable attachment point is not located on the B1 (C1) principal axis,
the equations would have to be appropriately modified.
One of the nine equations obtained after only these approxima-
tions appears in the appendix. All of the remaining eight equations
are more complicated algebraically than the el equation referred to
here.
III. E. Linearization of the Equations of Motion
In a stability analysis concerned with motion about an equilib-
rium state, variables are used which measure the deviation from the
equilibrium motion. The following definitions were used in this
respect.
16.
/ e = ent + x 6 = (1-e)/Le
83 = ent + y3= nt + a2  (27)
where ent is the equilibrium value of el, 83, and Y3 for any time, t,
and e is the equilibrium cable length to be determined. x, a,, 02 ,
and 6 are the new variational coordinates corresponding to 01, 3, Y3
and L, the original variables. The original out-of-plane angles are
zero at equilibrium and accordingly serve as variational coordinates.
The variational form of the el equation in which terms of degree
higher than two in the variational variables have been neglected is
shown in the appendix.
After examining the variational form of the equations, the
linear equations are obtained by making use of trigonometric identi-
ties and neglecting all second and higher degree terms in the varia-
tional variables. The approximations
sin(6 3 - el) = sin(al- x) al- x and
cos(P 3 - 01) = cos(al - x) z 1 , etc., also yield
linear terms. The linear equations upon which the subsequent stabil-
ity analysis is based are shown as follows:
-- X + Pla + P2a2 + 2 (6n + Q) + ( 1 + P2)(n )2x
p n  2 n +  2 =  (28a)P1(e + Q) 1 2(6n + Q) 2 0 (28a)
17.
-- I 2 *
6-(1 + PI +  2)(On + ) -2(n + ) - 2P(eon +
2 s2 (' "
-2P2(6n + a)&2 - (n Q+ n + kl(a - 60) + k25 = 0 (28b)
' 2 I I* I.. I * I *
al--(p2  + 1B3 ) i + p1 2 a2 + PiX + kB3al + 2PI(0n + )6
-P (n + 0)2x+P1(1 + 2) n Q ) 2al+cB3a l- P 2( n+ 22= 0 (28c)
2--(P2 + IC3)a2- P1 P2 1 + P2x + kC3a 2 + 2P2 (On + n)6
_P2(xn2+(1+P)(n 2  a cl2 ( n )2 1 = 0 (28d)
1n ,(nQ a B2 + C 3 2 P2
1 + ) 2 +(I + I' )*-I+
P2-- 2 I 1  2 B2  B1  kB2
+[CB2 + IB36no - (IB1 - 23 + IB2)2] B2 = 0 (29a)
$1 + + [I (6 + Q) (I + I 2 +
2 2 B 3 n 82 1] 2 B
+[C l 3 1 -.2I -I 2) 2  1 = 0 (29b)
2-- 02 + ( ++ P,+ P)(n + Q)2 2 = 0 (29c)
18.
++3 On +  f]l + kcY 2
Y2- 2(IC 2 IC1)Y2 +[C 2 tC) IC 1 n kC2
+ ~ (I - 2 + )2 (29d).
+ 1 2 2 ] Y 0 k
2 3 1  3  2
-- ( 2 + I )  [ 3 (en +  ) - (Ic2 + I C)Q].2 + kCl 1
S + InC (i - 2 1 + 1C ) 2 ] Y1 = 0 (29e)
19.
The linear equations separate into four parts. The in-plane
equations (28a)-(28d) are completely uncoupled from the out-of-plane
equations. The out-of-plane equations are made up of three separate
parts: (1), the 2, 81 equations (29a) and (29b) which are dynami-
cally coupled, (2), the 02 equation, (29c), and (3), the Y2, Yl equa-
tions, (29d) and (29e) also dynamically coupled. The 82, 1 equations
apply to body 1 in the same way that the Y2 , Y1 equations apply to
body 2. The e2 equation, however, separates completely from the other
equations and indicates simple harmonic motion. Although asymptotic
stability of the system clearly will not occur for the case in which
the cable has an out-of-plane perturbation, mission requirements could
perhaps still be accomplished for small disturbances. From the defi-
nition of the angle e2, the system would achieve an equilibrium
motion in a plane slightly inclined with respect to the original
plane of motion, but with the same equilibrium length and nominal
spin-rate. For such a situation, all stability criteria previously
Sdeveloped by considering the original equilibrium motion would apply
9
to the new equilibrium motion.
At equilibrium, the values of the variational coordinates are
zero. An examination of the t equation at equilibrium yields the
equilibrium condition
I, I I
ka = -(1 + 0 I + o2)(8 + 2)2 (30)
20.
With o E and pi = Pi/te for i = 1,2, equation (30) becomes
kl(Xe - lo) = (le + p1 + P2)(6n + )2 (31)
which states that the centrifugal force due to the inertial rotation
of the system is balanced by the tension in the cable. Solving
equation (31) for £e reveals that
e k1lo + v(Pl + P2)(6n + Q)2(32)
kl - P(6n + )2
The condition k1 5 '(6n + Q)2 implies that Ze is either negative or
infinite. For realistic values of te, it is necessary that k1 be
greater than A(en+ )2 since if this condition is not satisfied the
cable will not provide sufficient tension to balance the centrifugal
force of the spin.
The fact that the in-plane equations all separate from the out-
of-plane equation allows a means of comparing the in-plane equations
6
with those in Ref. 6. The analysis of Stabekis was confined to the
orbit plane. From equations (24) and the definition of the varia-
tional variables, equations (27), one can relate the 1,2 variational
coordinates of Ref. 6 with those used in the present analysis:
al = X + 1  a2  X + 2 (33)
The in-plane linear equations can thus be written in terms of the
variables defined by Stabekis.
After using equation (33) and manipulating the in-plane equa-
tions, equations (28a) - (28d), it was found that equation (16) of
21.
Ref. 6 did not include the linear terms IPll(l+Pl+P2), and
p2(Z+l+P2) while in equation (17), the terms -2pl(6n+ ;)l , and
-2P2(n+Q);2 were missing. The equations of motion for the system
used by Ref. 6 were completely rederived using the variables defined
therein and confirmed the indication that these terms were missing.
When converted to nondimensional form, these four terms all contain
the coefficient Pi/Zl which is much less than one for the examples
considered (attachment arm lengths much shorter than cable equili-
brium length). Thus the effect of neglecting these terms on the
6
numerical results previously reported would be expected to be small.
22.
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS
IV. A. The General Stability Criteria
The procedure used in analyzing the stability of the general
system was to first obtain the characteristic polynomial. The coeffi-
cientsof this polynomial can be considered in conjunction with the
Routh-Hurwitz necessary sufficient conditions for the roots to have
negative real parts, in order to provide conditions for stability.
The in-plane and out-of-plane criteria can be obtained independently
of each other because of the decoupling of the equations.
The first step in obtaining the characteristic polynomial is to
nondimensionalize time as follows:
T = (e n + Q)t (34)
This simplies the coefficients of the variables in the linear equa-
.tions. Differentiation with respect to time is now replaced by differ-
entiation with respect to T and primes on the variables replace dots.
(Note that primes above the various coefficients represent nondimen-
sionalization of physical parameters and should not be confused with
differentiation.) The nondimensional linear equations are shown
below:
X-- X + PQI; + P2 a2 + 26 + (p;+p2)X-Plal-p22 = 0 (35a)
6-- 6 - 2x - 2p 11 - 2p2a2 + k16 + k26 = 0 (35b)
' (p2 + Ig ) + I 2 II + I 2(P1 + B3I + P P2 l2 B3-1 + Pl'
23.
-plx  P1(1+ P2)al + CB3al - PlP2 2 0 (35c)
I 2 r 
+ k a + " II
a2-- (2 + Ic3)a2 +  p 2a + P2x+ k3C2 + 2P 26
-P2X + P2( + p1)a2 + cC3a2 - p1p 2 C = 0 
(35d)
gI * II I I I I II
2-- (IB2 + IB)2 + [(I1B + IB )r - IB3 I + k-B 22
+[CB 2 + I 3r ('B1 + B2) 82 = 0 (36a)
1-- (IB2 + IB1) + [B 3 - (B 2 + IB)r] 2 + kB 1
+[CB + iB3 (1 + )2  1 = 0 (36b)
02-- 02 + (1 + Pl + P2) 2 = 0 (36c)
Y2" 2(I + 2 + (C 2 + ICl)r - IC3]1 + kC2 2
+[C Ic - (I + I 2) 2 = 0 (36d)
Yl-- 21 (i2 I ) + [Ic 3 - (Ic2 + ICl)r] Y2 + kciY,
C + Ir - C3 2)r2 ] = (3e)
+[c + ICr I I 2)r ]y = 0 (36e)
24.
Considering first the in-plane equations, equations (35a) -
(35d), the substitutions qr = A et, where qr is one of the in-plane
variables (r = 1,...,4), yields the following equation necessary for
a nontrivial solution for the Ar's:
2 + R 2x PI(2-1) P'(X2_1)
1] 1 2
-2x X2+k x+k ' -2p'x2 1 -2P 1  2 0
(37)
p (X2-1) 2p l P33 2 +k3X+R 33  1 P2(X 2-1)
' 2 ' ' ' 2 2
P2 (X -1) 2P2 X 1 P2 (X -1) P4 4 X +k 3cx +R4 4
Equation (37) is an eighth order polynomial in x where
R11= P1 + P2
II I
R33 = CB3 + Pl(1 + p2)
R44 = C3 + P2 (l + Pl)
'2
33 = P1 + IB3
'2
P44 = P2 I 3
Expanding equation (37) and collecting terms of like powers in x, the
characteristic equation for the in-plane motion results,
25.
aoX8+ al + a2 6 + a3 5 + a4 4 + a5 3 + a6X2 + a7X+ a8  0 (38)
The coefficients appearing in equation (38) are related to the system
parameters as follows:
ao  IB3 IC3
aI = I 3 IB3 3 k + I 3 kB 3 + IB 3 kc 3
I ' '2 '2 '2 " "
a2 = (1 + P1 + P2 )(P33P44 - P1 2 )+ (R33 + P1  + kB3k
2 I 2 I 1 I II I
+ (R4 4 +P2 )IB + k2 (kB3 C3 + kC3 B3)3 33 33
If I I I I
+ (kI - 1) IB3 1 C3 + 4 1 B3 1 C3
1 I12 2 11
a 3 = kB3[(Pl + P2 )P4 4 + (kl + 4)P 4 4 + R4 4 - 2P2  P2 k1l
+ + P)P 33 + (ki + 4)P33 + R33 - 2 12
+ k2[IB3(R44 + 2 2 )+ IC3(R33 + 2pq 2 )
+ (Pi + P2)(P 33P44 - p12 2)] + kk 3kc3
1  II )i 2kB3kC3
S = (1 + P + P'R P + R + k + 2P2 '24 1 2 33P44 + P3344 B3 C3  1 2
" " " " '2 '2 2) '2
+k 2 (kB3P 44 + kC3P 33 ) + kI(P33P44 - p12p2 )]+(R33+P1 (R44+P2
26.
+ k2[k 3(R44+p 2 )+k- (R33+ j2)]+(kI-1 )[(R44+p 2)IB3
II II 3 I
ll 1 ' L lit "I
+kB3kC3 + (R33+ P )IC3]-k2(kB31C3 + kC3IB3)
-kIB3IC3 + 4[(R33f1PI2(2++P2))Ic3+ kB3kc3
+ (R44 + P 2 ) B3] + 42 2(1 + p1 + 2 ) 3
a5 = k 3[( +1 )R44 + (kI + 4)R44+ 7p2 2 + 202 2 k1
+(P + P2)klP 4 4 + 4(p1 + p2)p22 ]
+ k 3[(Pl + p')R 33 + (k' + 4)R 33 + 7P, 2 + 2p ,2kI I II 1 1
+ (P + P2 )klP 33 + 4(01 + p2 )p12 ]
+k [( I + P2)R33P44 +(P1 +P 2)R44P 33 + 2P2 2R33
+2P 2R44 - 2 1B3 - P12 C3 + 3P12 22 + 2(P1 + p2)p 1 2
+ R33R44 ] + (Pl + P2 )k2kB kc3 3
1 12 12 1' 11 it
a6 = (1 + 1 + P2 )[R33R44 - P 2 + k2(kB 3R44 + kC3R33
+ k 33P44 + P33R44 + k 3 + 2
+ kl(R 33P44 + P33R44 + kB3kC3 + 2P1 P2 )l
27.
/
S'2 ' 2 '2
+ (k1 - 1)(R 33 + P1 )(R44  2 ) -k2 [kB 3(R44 + 2 )
'2 " '2 ' " "
+ kc3(R 33 + P1 )] -kl [(R44 +2 B3 + kB3kC 3
' ' '2 '2
+ (R33 + p )I ] +4 (R33 + P1 )(R44 + P2 )
'2 ' ' '2 '2 ' ' '2
+4p1 (1 + Pl + P2 )(R4 4 + P2 ) + 4P2 (1 + p1 + 2 )(R 3 3 + p
' " '2 "
a7 = kB3[(P 1 + P2 )klR 44 - 2 2k l]
" ' ' " '2 "
+ kc3[(PI + P2)klR 33 - P1 kl]
- '2 '2 '2 '2 '2 '2
+ k2[(P + 2)(R33R44 P1 2 1 R4 4 - 2 R3 3 - 2 1  2
a8 = k[(P + P 2 )cB3Cc3 + P1P2 (1 + P + P2 )(CB3+Cc3
28.
Because of the complexity of the coefficients in equation (38), the
necessary and sufficient Routh-Hurwitz criteria were not developed
for the general case; nevertheless, equation (38) was used to obtain
the roots numerically and to obtain graphs corresponding to those
6
acquired by Stabekis in his optimization procedure. In addition,
analytic stability criteria were developed for special cases, and
for the general case, by considering the signs of selected coeffi-
cients in the characteristic equation.
The necessary condition for stability is that all of the coeffi-
cients in the characteristic equation have the same sign and be non-
zero. By inspection of the coefficients in equation (38), it is
seen that in-plane stability is insured if at least one of the fol-
lowing forms of damping is present: cable damping (k2), or rotary
damping in at least one end body about an axis nominally perpendicu-
lar to the plane of rotation (kB3 or kC3 ) Under this condition all
of the odd coefficients will be positive non-zero. From considera-
tion of a8 , a restoring torque capability must be present on at least
one of the end bodies about an axis perpendicular to the nominal
plane of rotation--either cB3 or cC3 > 0. Also for a8 > 0,k1 must be
greater than zero. Thus it must be true that ki be greater than
uO(n +) 2 in order to allow the possibility of stability--in agreement
with the results obtained from the equilibrium condition. (viz. dis-
cussion in connection with equations (30) - (32)).
29.
The out-of-plane equations (only the equations for one end body
need be considered, e.g. equations (36a) and (36b), since the equa-
tions for the second end body are analogous to the equations for the
first end body) yield the following characteristic determinant:
ml 2 + kBIx + K11  C12
= 0 (39)
C2 1x m X2 + k x + K
21 22 B2 22
where
mli = m22 = 2 (IB2 + IB1)
C12 = -C = I' 
- (I2 + I~')r
K11 = cB B3r - +~(IB I)
K22 = cB2 + I 3r 2IB2  Bl)r
The characteristic equation for this fourth order system is:
m11x4 + mll(k1 + kB )x3 + [mll(K 11 + K22) + k 1k  + C2 2
+ (k 1K22 + k 2K11)x + K11K22 = 0 (40)
which can be written,
bo 4 + blx 3 + bx 2 + b3 x + b4 = 0 (40a)
30.
The Routh-Hurwitz necessary and sufficient criteria are that for
bo > 0, it is true that
A. b1 > 0
B. b1  bo
= blb 2 - b3bo > 0
b3  b2
C. b1  bo  0
b3  b2  b1  = bl(b 2b 3 - blb 4) - b2bo > 0
0 b4  b3
D. b1  bo  0 0
b3  b2  b1  bo
0 b4  b3  b2
0 0 0 b4
The fourth condition is satisfied if the third condition holds and,
in addition, b4 > 0. When the b's are written in terms of the para-
meters, the four criteria for roots with negative real parts are
obtained as shown below:
A. kl. + kB2 > 0
B. mllk lCB1 + mllkB2cB2
" k" " " ' 1 ' ' )r)2 + mr2)+ (kBl + B2)(kBIkB2 + (IB3 (1B2 + IBI
31.
mll(kB + kB2)(IB3 IB2 + I )r )r
C. m lk t k i (c1 - c" 2)2 + [k'12 CB + k B2BI " 2 ( " B" " k 2  "
+(k1 +ki )2 ( 3 1 'B2  1)r)r+k k 2 c c)][kkBIB2 B3-Z( IB2+IBI 1 1) 1 kB2(CBI +CB2 )][kBIkB2
+ (I3 ( 2  I) r)2 ] > 0
D. [c 1 (I2+ IBl)r)r ][CB2+(l (I )r)r] > 0
From condition A, there must be rotational damping on each of the end
bodies about at least one of the principal axes which, at equilibrium,
will lie in the plane of rotation. (Note that rotational damping must
be present on both end bodies since similar criteria may be developed
for the second end body). Furthermore from condition B if
E. c r - 1 (I' + IB )r2 , for both i 1,2S 3r 2 B2  B 1
asymptotic stability of the out of plane motion is assured if condi-
tion A is also satisfied. It is also seen that the satisfaction of
E guarantees condition D.
IV. B. Special Cases of the Linear In-Plane Equations
Assumptions on the physical model can reduce the complexity of
the in-plane stability analysis. The cases of: identical end bodies;
32.
where'the cable is attached to the c.m. of both end bodies; point
mass .end masses; and the case in which the system moves in orbit
with a constant inertial orientation are treated.
The Case of Completely Identical End Masses
For this case, it was assumed that the space station-counter-
weight system was completely identical, that is, that P = 2'
mi = 2 , and for i = 1,2,3, Bi Ci ' kBi = kCi and CBi = cCi
The characteristic equation separates into two factors for this case
as shown below:
f(A) * g(i) = 0
where
I I I
f( 3) = IB3+ + Pk32 ;R + P1( + P  R =  ) (41)
and,
g(x) = IB36 + (k3 + B3) 5 + [c3 + Pl(1 + 2P12) 2
I " I I , , 4
+ k2kB 3 + (k1 + 2P1+ 4 )IB3]X
1 " , ,2 " 1 1 3
+ [k2(cB 3 + Pl(l + 2P, )+kB3(kl+2l+4)+2Plk 2 3
'2 '22 " ' " '2 2
+ [2P 1 (1 + 2 ) + (kI + 2p1 + 4)(cB 3 + P1(l + 2 ) )
+ 2P1k2k3 + 2PlklIB3]
33.
+[2p;2(1+2p2 ) k +2Pk 2 (cB 3+P1 (1+2P 12)2)+2P1 klk 3 ]
'2 '2 " k2 (42)
+ 2 2 ( + 2 k + 222 k (c + + 2P1 2 ) (42)
The quadratic factor, f(x), indicates roots given by
k"0 ' '2 1/2kB3 1 [kB3 - 4IB3(R + pl )] (43)
- 2B3 21B3
where R = cg 3 + pl(l+Pl ) . In-plane instability is associated with
II II
this mode for kB3 5 0 or cB3 S -p 1 (l+2Pl). However, it should be
recalled from consideration of equation (38) that either cB3 or CC3
> 0 is required for stability of the general system--i.e., a stronger
criterion on the restoring constant than is apparent from equation
(43). The .fact that the missing terms of Ref. 6 are not involved in
this factor makes the results obtained above analogous to those
obtained therein.
The Case of Zero Attachment Arms
When Pl = P2  P1 = P2 = 0 the cable is attached at the c.m.'s
of both end bodies and the in-plane characteristic equation separates
into the factors:
1;3X2 + kB3 + c3 (44)
34.
I' 2 + k" X + c" (45)
C3  C3 C3
and x2X2  + k2i + k + 4) (46)
The repeated zero root resulting from expression (46) is indicative
that in-plane asymptotic stability never occurs for this case (see
the appendix). But aside from this, stability is indicated in the
other modes for c3 > 0 and k" > 0; c3 >0 and k3 > 0. These
results indicate that rotational damping and restoring effects must
be present on both end bodies, as well as cable damping and restoring
forces. This is a stronger criterion for in-plane stability than
that deduced earlier in connection with the sign of the coefficients
in equation (38).
For an actual situation where the attachment arms are much
I
shorter than the cable length p = Pi /e * 0, the results obtained
here would have important implications on stability.
The Case of Point End Masses
I I
For this case, P1 = 2 = 0 and there is no rotational end body
motion so that only the Z and e1 equations remain. The in-plane
characteristic equation will contain only those terms appearing in
expression (46) and the repeated zero roots still will occur indicat-
ing the presence of a first integral of the motion.
35.
The Case in which n = -0
Here, the system spin rate is equal and opposite to 
the orbital
spin rate so that the system moves around the 
orbit with a constant
inertial orientation. The 01 equation involves only the acceleration
x , al and a2 . When the 01 equation is used to eliminate 
x from the
al and a2 equations, the al and a2 equations resulting are exactly
those obtained for pl = p2 = 0. The roots indicating the cable
motion are obtained from
2 + k2 x + k1 = 0 (47)
which indicates asymptotic stability in this mode for k 2 > 0 and
k > 0. A more conclusive discussion of this limited case would 
have
to include the effects of gravity-gradient torques, which become a
more important perturbation on the system motion for lower spin rates.
IV. C. Special Cases of the Out-of-Plane Linear Equations
The out-of-plane equations, yielding a fourth degree characteris-
tic equation, allowed the determination of the Routh-Hurwitz conditions
for the general system. The next most simple case is that for which
the B2 and 81 equations uncouple (C12 = C21 = 0 in equation (39) ).
In this instance,
IB3 r (48)
IB2 + IB1
The 82 and 81 equations become two second order equations from which
it is clear that asyptotic stability occurs in these modes for
36.
c 2 and c >3r = (IB + I)r 2  (49)
2 1 2 1 2
with kB2 and kB1 both positive.
For a realistic system where the spin rate is much greater than
the orbital rate, r << 1. Therefore equation (48) would be satisfied
only by bodies having IB3 < IB2 + IB1 when the end bodies have their
"long axis" perpendicular to the nominal plane of rotation, (i.e. for
long, slender pencil-shaped bodies).
37,
V. FIRST ORDER GRAVITY-GRADIENT EFFECTS
The following symbols will be used in this section:
al unit vector in the direction of the system local vertical vector
G the gravitational constant
IB the inertia dyad of body 1 with respect to the B system
the inertia dyad of body 2 with respect to the C system
Me the mass of the Earth
qj unit vector corresponding to the direction of increasing qj
Qqj generalized force associated with the qj coordinate
R the constant orbital radius
TBg the torque due to gravity-gradient effects on the first end body
(the body in which the B system is fixed) about its center of mass
TCg the torque due to gravity-gradient effects on the second end body
(the body in which the C system is fixed) about its center of mass
7
Robe used the following expression for the gravity-gradient torque about
the mass center of the first end body of a tether connected two body gravita-
tionally stabilized system:
S 3GMe
TB = x I B ) (50)
Similarly, for the second end body,
3GMe
TCg 2 3 (al x I~ al) (51)
38.
It should be noted that these expressions are first order approxima-
7
tions and would not be valid for the case of very long separation distances
between the two end bodies.
Under the same assumptions used to obtain the equations of motion
(equations (28) and (29)), TBg and TCg can be written in terms of the nine
independent coordinates of this system. If I is the total gravitational
torque on the system, then it can be shown that
N = TBg + TCg = T2a2 + T3a3. (52)
Assuming all second degree and higher terms in the out-of-plane angular
coordinates are small, the expressions for T2 and T3 can be developed as
follows:
T2 =23 Ge B1 - IB2) 1 sin 2(ent + aI)
+ (IB1 - 21B3 + IB2)$2 + (IB1 - IB2)2 cos 2(6nt + al)
- ( IC- C2)Y sin 2(,nt + a2) + - 21 C3 C2) 2
+ (IC - IC2) 2 cos 2(Ont + a2)]  (53)
and
3GMe
3 (2R3,B -1 2)sin 2(6 t + a,)
+ (I I)sin 2)1 (54)
+ (IcI - Ic2)sin 2(;nt + a2)] (54)
39.
The following transformation is applied, according to the principle
of virtual work, to convert the gravitational torque into generalized
forces: Qq = nq * N. Lagrange's equations then become:
d aT) _a(T-V) aF (55)dt 94j aj = Qqj aqj
In equation (55), V is the potential energy without including gravity-
gradient effects.
To a first order approximation, the gravitational force on body 1,
FBg , is given by Ref. 7 as:
- GMeml rB * al rB
Fg R2 [(1 + R al - ]  (56a)
Similarly, the gravitational force on body 2 can be written:
GMe [( rC* al) + rC ] (56b)
g R2  R R
where rB is the vector from the system center of mass to the center of
mass of body 1 and rC is the vector from the center of mass of body 2 to
the system center of mass. Equations (56a) and (56b) can be used to show
that the total gravitational force on the space station-counterweight
system is, to first order, not a function of the relative position vectors,
7
rB and rC. Therefore there will be no first order effect of these forces
on the equations of motion (equations (28) and (29)).
The first order generalized forces due to gravity-gradient effects will
now be evaluated. The iqj for the angular coordinates are developed as
(viz. equations (1) and (2)):
40.
B1 = al
n2 = cos la2 + sin la 3
n 3 = sin 2a1 - cos 2sin 1a2 + cosB 2cos la3 (57a)
n 1 = al
n 2 cosYa2 + sinY a3
ny3 =  sinY 2a1 - cosY 2sinY1a2 + cosY 2cosYja 3  (57b)
n = a3
ne2  sinela - cosola 2  (57c)
Thus the generalized forces, Qqj = iqj * N, under the assumption of small
amplitude displacements in the out-of-plane coordinates, can be expressed
as follows:
Q = al = 0
QB2 = T2 + B1T3
QB3 =  T3 (58a)
QY1= 0
QY2 T2 + Y1T3
QY3 T3 (58b)
41.
6Q6 = T3
Qe2 = -coselT 2  (58c)
It should be noted that Q1= Qy 0 since according to equation (52),
N has no al component. Similarly, Qe1 and Qe2 are also exact expres-
7
sions within the assumptions previously stated.
Equations (28) and (29) are in the dimensions: rad/sec2 because they
2
were obtained from Lagrange's general equations after division by l e .
(an exception is the Z equation (equation (28b)) which was obtained from
the general form of Lagrange's equation by division by v). For dimensional
2
consistancy, equations (53) and (54) must also be divided by mPe. The
resulting expressions are:
, 3GMe  , ,
T2 Z (IB - IB2)8lsin 2(Ont + al)
R3I I I IB I
+ (1 - 213 + IB2)2 + (I 1  IB2) 2cos 2(ent + al)
1 3 2 1 I
(IC1 - IC2)Y1lsin 2(ent + a2) + (IC1 - 2IC 3 + IC2)Y2
+ (ICl - I2)Y 2cos 2(ent + a2)] (59)
and
T 3GMe ' *
3 2R3 [(IB 1  B2)sin 2(ent + al)
+ I
+ (IC - IC2)sin 2(ent + a2 )] (60)
42.
which are in the units of rad/sec2 .
Thus to a first order approximation, the linear equations of motion
with gravity-gradient effects are:
I .. ..
X-- X + Plal + P2a2 + 2 (0n + Q)6
+ (Pl + P2)(On + n) X-P1 ( n + 0) 1 - P2(en +  ) 2
=T 3  (61a)
6-- 6- (1 + p +P2)(en + 2) -2(eg + )x
-2P(en + n)al -2P2(en + n)a2-(en + ) 6+ kl(6 - 6o)
+ k26 = 0 (61b)
12 , *. , ,.. .. ,
cl-- (P1 + IB3)al + PlP 2a2 +p lX + kB3al
I I I 2
+2PI(e n + ) - P(On + ) 2x + P1(1 + P2)(en + )2 l 01
S, , Q) 2 '
+ CBa 1 - PP2(en + )2 = T3  (61c)
2-- (p 2 . .- . , .
2 - ( + I3)a2 + PlP 2al + P 2 + kC3 2
* . 2 ' 1 * 2
+ 2P2(en + )6 - p2(On + Q) X + P2(I + P)(gn + 0) a2
I I I 2
+ cc3a2 - PlP2(en + Q)2' 1 = T3 (61d)
43.
082-- (IB2 + I81)62 + [(IB2 +  1)
-IB3(en + Q)]B1 + kB2 2 + [cB2 + I 3 nQ
2 (62a)
-2 (IB1 - 21B3 + IB2)) 1B2 = T2 + 1T3  (62a)
1 (I' + I')1 + [IB3(en + Q)81-- B2  B 1 (   ")
-( 2 + 1B) 0"]2 + kB1 + [c1 + I3
Q a
(1 - 2I+ IB )2 1 = 0 (62b)
2, I 2 I
02-- 02 + (1 + P + P)(On + -) 62 = T2 cosOl (62c)
2--1 (I + I1)Y 2 + [(IC2 + ICl)n
-Ic3(en + Q)]Yl + kC2Y 2 + [c' + I nQ
II I
- (Ic1 - 2 1C3 + IC2)2 2  = T2+ T3  (62d)
Yl-- (IC2 + IC)Yl + [IC3(5n + 0)
(Ic2 + Icl) ]Y2 + kcil + [cc + IC3enQ
S (IC1 - 2C 3 + Ic2 )21]yl = 0 (62e)
44.
It can be seen by examining equations (59) and (60) that the first
order linear equations with gravity-gradient effects (equations (61) and
(62))now involve periodic coefficients with frequency at twice the spin
rate. Also, each of the in-plane equations (equations (61)) except the
t (6) equation, now contain forcing terms of constant amplitude on the
right side with frequency 2en.
Certain conclusions can be drawn from the expressions for T2 and
T3 (equations (59) and (60)). First, as noted previously, the in-plane
motion is forced by terms of frequency equal to 2en.  Second,it is
apparent that gravity-gradient effects become more pronounced for
small R. Also these effects are increased as either
IIB1 - IB2 1 or IIC1 - IC2 1
or both are increased.
A rigorous stability analysis of a linear system with periodic coeffi-
10
cients could be made using the Floquet theory. For a complex system, the
application of the Floquet analysis would necessitate extensive computer
simulation to examine the moduli of the eigenvalues associated with an
augmented matrix and evaluated over a wide range of system parameters.
Although the Floquet theory was not applied to this study, the effect of
gravity-gradient torques on the system was considered numerically for
selected steady state responses as well as transient responses. Resonance
due to gravity-gradient effects is shown to exist for certain special
cases, easily identified, and these results are presented in Section VI. C.
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VI. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
When the least damped mode of a system is examined, the worst
possible response of the system is examined. All of the other modes
decay at a faster rate than the least damped one. If it can be
determined for which set of system parameters the least damped mode
decays fastest, then the system damping can be optimized. The roots
of the system characteristic equation can be calculated numerically
for a specific set of system parameters. By incrementing the system
parameters one at a time, a complete range of physical constants can
be considered. Then by finding the least damped mode and plotting the
the time constant of this mode as a function of each parameter, the
optimum set of system constants can be determined.
In this section, the numerical results obtained by the procedure
outlined above are compared with those results given in Ref. 6 for
the in-plane characteristic equation. Thus only those parameters
treated in Ref. 6 are considered here. Furthermore, the out-of-
plane modes are examined for the same range of parameters. Transient
responses of the linear equations for two different sets of param-
eters are also presented.
All computer results were obtained by means of an IBM 1130
computer system. The roots of the characteristic equations were
calculated using a Newton-Raphson iteration technique. The transient
responses were obtained by integrating the linear equations (equations
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(28) and (29))employing a Runge-Kutta fourth order method. 
The in-
plane optimization program required about fifty 
minutes for each
curve of T vs. system parameter which contained 250 points. 
This can
be compared with the out-of-plane optimization program which only
used ten minutes of computer time for the same number of 
points. For
the computational time step chosen.(At = 0.25 simulated problem sec-
onds), the transient responses required thrity seconds for 
each simu-
lated problem second.
In all computations, for both examples considered it was assumed,
c'l = CB2 = CB3 = c = c'2 = cC3
and
kB = kB2 = kB c = kc = kC3
VI. A. Identical End Bodies
Now, the time constant of the least damped mode, T, was calcu-
lated as a function of cBi and kBi in this first example. The fol-
lowing parameters remained constant at the values given below:
= 0.055 deg/s kI = 1000 p/f
n = 32.0 deg/s k2 = 56.7 p-s/f
mi = m2 = 600 slugs IB 
IC1 = 81,000 si-f 2
P1  P2 = 12 f =I IC2  80,000 sl'f
2
o = 230 f IB3 = I13 = 86,400 si-f
2
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In the first study, the rotational damping constant, kB 3 , had the
constant value 15,500 fP.I as the spring constant, C" , was incre-
rad B3
mented. Fig. 4 shows that T as a function of c" increases slightly
as CB3 increases. Also shown is the plot given in Ref. 6 in which a
rotational restoring constant of 5000 f-p/rad corresponded to the
minimum value of T for this same set of system constants. The cor-
responding out-of-plane graph appears in Fig. 5. Here, as cB1
increase, T decreases in a manner which seems asymptotic. It can be6
seen that the minimum time constant achieved by Stabekis for the
in-plane modes is about two orders of magnitude less than that
obtained here for the same range of parameters. (It should be noted
that in Fig. 4 and all subsequent figures, the parameter shown on the
abscissa is dimensionless. For the nominal system parameters con-
sidered the conversion to the corresponding dimensional quantity is
given below the abscissa on each figure.)
Throughout this section the optimization curves presented in Ref.
6 were two and sometimes three orders of magnitude smaller than the
curve obtained in the present work. This difference in results was
due to the fact that rotational damping and restoring system constants
of Ref. 6 were defined with respect to angles and angular rates mea-
sured from the cable line ( s and s--see Fig. 3) where, on the other
hand, in this analysis, system constants were defined with respect to
variational angles and angular rates which include the effect of x and
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( according. to equations (33).
It should be recalled from the stability analysis of the general
in-plane equation (38), that cB3 (or cC3) > 0 is necessary for in-
plane stability. For this reason, time constants associated with zero
values of rotational restoring constants are not indicated for this
unstable situation in Figs. 4 (and 14).
Fig. 6 is a graph of T versus kB3 in which cB3 was held constant
at 5000 f.p/rad. Near kB3 = 0, the value of T is very large and as
kB3 increases T decreases in asymptotic fashion. The out-of-plane
graph of Fig. 7 has the same characteristics as the in-plane graph but
with a minimum time constant of about one order of magnitude smaller.6
Included in Fig. 6 is the graph obtained by Stabekis which shows his
T minimum is reached for a rotational damping constant of approximately
12,000 f.p.s/rad.
The transient responses of the identical system studied in Figs.
4 through 7 with cgi = 5000 f-p/rad and kBi = 15,500 f'ps/rad are
given in Figs. 8 to 13. The initial conditions used were, zero velo-
cities in all variables and,
S= 0 a2 = -0.1 rad
Z - Cg= 0.48 f. 81 = 0.1 rad
al= 0.1 rad 82 = 0
Initially only a response of 100 seconds simulated time was considered.
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From Fig. 9, the high frequency motion of the cable is seen to
be greatly damped for the value of cable damping chosen (k2 = 56.7
p.s/f). For the parameters chosen, p = p2 = 12f and ke = 256f, it
should be noted that p1 and p2 have the value of about 0.0468 which
is much less than unity. The results of the special case of zero
attachment arms indicate that the in-plane equations are weakly
coupled for very small pl and pI. Thus the graph of x shows predom-
inately a lower frequency motion, and the response of Z - t e shows
mainly the motion associated with the-cable, that is, until this
motion decays and the effects of coupling become of the same order of
magnitude. This same type of motion is apparent in the graphs of al
and a 2 . The graphs of 1 and 2 indicate damping, but because the out-
of-plane motion is independent of attachment arm lengths, the effects
seen in the in-plane graphs do not take place. Since the motion of
02 is simple harmonic of frequency (1 + pl + p)1/2(n + Q) rad/s
(see equation (29c)), the response of the variable 02 is not shown.
All of the transient response considered in Figs. 8 - 13 were
then considered for an extended response time up to 600 seconds in
order to reveal the damping of the lowest frequency motion. These
extended responses required about five hours of computer time. The
results are shown in Figs. 8a, 9a, 10a, lla, 12a, and 13a. Assuming
that the lower frequency motion of the in-plane responses is more
representative of the least damped mode of motion, the time constant
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of this motion can be calculated by means of the equation
T = t2- t l
In(y 1/Y2 )
where yi is the positive amplitude occurring at t = ti , for i = 1,2
and is measured directly from the transient response of a variational
coordinate. Using Fig. 8a, it can be measured that t 2 - t1 z 367 sec.
and Yl/Y2 z 1.18; with these values, T = 2186.37 seconds which is
approximately 194.68 revolutions for the given inertial spin rate of
this system (32.055 deg./sec.). From Fig. 4, at cB3 = 5000 f-p/rad
(C 3 - 0.0008), T, the time constant of the least damped mode, is
about 197 revolutions. The value of T obtained from the transient
response in Fig. 8a is therefore about one per cent different from
the value predicted for the least daniped mode. However, the accuracy
in measuring T from the transient motion largely depends on the error
obtained in measuring the ratio yl/Y 2 . From consideration of the
other in-plane responses, Figs. 9a, 10a, lla, it can be seen that the
measured time constants are within ±4 revolutions of that determined
from Fig. 8a.
The same procedure applied to the 01 and 2 motions reveals that
the time constant of the 8i response (Fig. 12a) is about 4.35 revolu-
tions and the time constant of the 2 response (Fig. 13a) is about
3.79 revolutions. Since these two motions are more highly coupled
than the in-plane motions, the transient responsesdo not indicate
the least damped mode to the same degree as the in-plane transient
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responses. Nevertheless, the time constants calculated are less
than the time constant of the least damped mode (T = 7 rev.) obtained
from Fig. 5 at c~ 0.0008.
Thus from the measured time constants based on the transient
responses of both in-plane and out-of-plane coordinates, it can be
observed that these results are consistent with those predicted by an
examination of the roots of the system characteristic equation.
VI. B. Unidentical End Bodies
For this second example, the nonvarying system constants were
selected as:
= 0.055 deg/s IgB = 130,000 sl'f2
6n = 32.0 deg/s IB2 = 100,000 sl*f
2
ml = 770 slugs IB3 = 173,250 sl'f
2
m2 = 430 slugs IC1 
=  30,000 sl*f2
to = 230 f IC2 = 20,000 sl'f2
p1 = 15 f IC3 = 34,830 sl1f
2
2 = 9 f
For this case in which the end bodies are dissimilar, the varying
parameters were cBi, kBi, k l, and k2.
In' the first study presented in this section the values
kBi = 10,000 f.p.s/rad
kl = 1,000 p/f
k2 = 56.7 p.s/f
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were held constant while cBi varied. Figure 14 shows that T
increases slightly from its minimum value of 263.6 revolutions as
c 3 increases. This plot as well as the curve Stabekis obtained are
shown, in Fig. 14, whereas the out-of-plane graph is given in Fig.
15.
The rotational damping constants were next varied, resulting in
the graphs of Figs. 16 and 17. Again as the end body damping
increases, the time constant of the least damped mode decreases. The
values
CBi = 5000 f-p/rad
k, = 1000 p/f
k2 = 56.7 p-s/f
were held constant.
The time constant of the least damped mode as a function of kl,
the nondimensional cable restoring constant, appears in Fig. 18.
When k1 approaches zero, the equilibrium cable length approaches
infinity according to equation (32) and the definition of kI. This
also represents an unstable situation from consideration of the nec-
essary condition on the sign of a8 in Eq. (38). As Fig. 18 indicates,
T also becomes large for small k.
The last parameter incremented for this system was k, the non-
dimensional cable damping constant. From Fig. 19, the time constant
of the least damped mode decreases only slightly as k increases.
Stabekis found that a minimum value of T occurred for k2 approximately
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57 p.s/f.
The transient responses for this example with
CBi = 5000 f.p/ rad
kBi = 15,500 f.p.s/rad
kl = 1000 p/f
k2 = 56.7 p.s/f
are shown in Figs. 20 to 27. A comparison of the transient responses
of the identical end mass case with the transient responses of the
general case reveals the effect of unbalancing the space station-
counterweight system.
In the identical system, the amplitudes and frequencies of a1
and a2 are more similar than in the unidentical case. In the uniden-
tical case, the larger end body exhibits larger amplitude and lower
frequency motion (Fig. 22) than the smaller end body (Fig. 23) and
the bodies of the symmetric system (Figs. 10 and 11).
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VI. C. Numerical Results of Gravity-Gradient Effects
Equations (61) and (62) incorporating first order gravity-gradient
effects were programmed for computer simulation. The steady-state re-
sponse (zero initial conditions) was examined for various cases. The
possibility of resonance in the in-plane motion was also considered. In
all computer runs,
R = 3.30557 x 107f (2000 nautical miles altitude)
G*Me = 1.407528 x 101 6 f 3/s 2
-nd IB1 - IB2 = 1000 sl f2 = IC1 - IC2'
Figures 28, 29, and 30 show the steady-state motion of the in-plane
variables for the identical end mass system described in Section VI A.
There is no out-of-plane motion for the case of zero initial conditions.
The amplitudes of the X, al and a2 motions are in the order of 10- 7 degrees
and for this very small amplitude motion, the response of a1 is equal to
the response of a2 . This can be seen from an examination of equations
(61c), (61d) and (60) which verifies that for the identical system and zero
initial conditions, the al and a2 responses would be expected to remain
in phase. In considering the transient response of this system for small
initial perturbations (Figs. 8 to 11), it can be seen that the effect of
gravitational torques here would be negligible.
The remainder of this section deals with the possibility of in-plane
resonant motion due to gravity-gradient torques. To investigate resonance,
the system parameters were varied, and the roots of the in-plane system
characteristic equation, (38), examined numerically for the torque-free
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system, until a natural frequency was found that was equal to 2en . That
this value of natural frequency is close to in-plane resonance is evident
from the expression for T3 (equation 54), or T3, equation (60).
Starting from the identical end body system, IB3 and IC3 were simul-
taneously increased to a value predicted from the roots of the characteris-
tic equation to produce resonance in one of the in-plane modes (IB3 = IC 3
256,955 sl.f 2). All other parameters remained unchanged. Figs. 31, 32,
and 33 indicate that the in-plane steady-state motion remains at about the
same order of magnitude, compared to the motion depicted in Figs. 28, 29,
and 30, but now the amplitudes of the higher frequency motion are increased.
Since it was difficult (by this trial and error procedure) to find
other sets of parameters which produced resonance for this identical system,
the case in which an in-plane natural frequency was equal to 4en was con-
sidered. This situation was found to occur for IB3 = IC3 = 71,340 sl-f 2
with all other parameters the same as in the identical case. The steady-
state results are shown in Figs. 34, 35, and 36. It can be seen that there
is a beat in the motion of the cable (Fig. 35). This beat frequency can be
seen to be approximately equal to the difference between 46n and the fre-
quency mostly associated with the natural motion of the cable for this
lightly coupled linear system.
In all previous cases all parameters except the moments of inertia were
the same as in the identical system of Ref. 6, e.g.,
P1 = 2 = 12 f
k2 = 56.7 p.s/f
kB3 = kC3 = 15,500 f*p*s/rad.
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If
P =  2 = 0.1 f
and
k2 = kB3 = kC3 = 0
the in-plane motion is only very lightly coupled and completely undamped.
For this system, the al, a2 equations can be approximated by an undamped,
uncoupled, forced harmonic oscillator. Resonance with respect to a 26n
forcing frequency was predicted to occur for IB3 = 10,000 sl.f 2 and
c 3 = C3 10,073 f.p/rad.
The in-plane steady-state motion is shown in Figs. 37, 38, and 39. After
four hundred seconds, the x and cable motion (Figs. 37 and 38) are about
ten times larger than the x and cable motion (Figs. 28 and 29) of the
identical system. The al1'2 motion (Fig. 39) is four orders of magnitude
larger than the al, motion of the identical system (Fig. 30). The ampli-
tudes of all the in-plane coordinates also seem to be increasing with time.
The effect of damping on resonance for this system is shown in Figs.
40, 41, and 42 in which the amplitudes of the steady-state a1 '2 motion is
much smaller than in the previous undamped case. For this case,
k2 = 100 p.s/f
kB3 = kC3 = 15,500 f.p.s/rad.
With IB3  IC3 = 10,000 sl.f 2, CB3 = cC3 = 16,100 f.p/rad resulted in
resonance. From this comparison, the beneficial effect of damping in this
resonant situation can be seen.
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In order to induce out-of-plane motion of the system with gravity-
gradient effects, it is necessary to have nonzero initial conditions.
With the same initial conditions used for the identical system, i.e.,
zero initial velocities and
x = 0 a2 = -0.1 rad
£ - ee = 0.48 f 81 = 0.1 rad
a I = 0.1 rad 82 = 0 ,
the amplitudes of transient response in all coordinates (Figs. 8-13) were
so much greater than that of the steady-state response for both the in-
plane and out-of-plane motion that the effects of gravity-gradient torques
were not apparent. However, because the e2 coordinate had no initial con-
dition and its motion is less coupled to the other equations in the pre-
sence of gravity-gradient effects, the e2 response due to gravitational
torques for this particular case is shown in Fig. 43. It can be seen that
the magnitude of 02 during the first 300 second response is an order of
magnitude less than that shown in Figs. 28 and 30.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
For the three dimensional analysis of a rotating cable-connected
space station system, the in-plane linear equations separate from the
out-of-plane linear equations for small amplitude motion. For small
perturbations on the cable's orientation out of the original plane of
rotation, the system will tend to rotate in a plane inclined to the
original plane of rotation without affecting the spin rate of the
system. From the out-of-plane general stability criteria, positive
damping is necessary about at least one principal axis on both end
bodies in the plane of nominal rotation.
From the equilibrium condition and the necessary condition for
stability indicated by the constant coefficient of the general in-
plane characteristic equation, the cable restoring constant must be
greater than the value of the reduced mass of the system multiplied
by the square of the system's inertial spin rate.
From the necessary condition for in-plane stability, rotational
restoring capability about an axis perpendicular to the nominal spin
plane and on at least one end body is necessary for stability in the
coordinates selected. For the case of identical end masses, positive
damping and restoring torques about this same axis are necessary for
stability.
In contrast to the general in-plane criteria for stability, for
the special case in which the cable is attached at the center of mass
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of the end bodies, damping and restoring effects must be provided on
both end masses about an axis normal to the plane of rotation.
The great difference in time constants resulting from the choice
of the type of damping and restoring torques assumed here as compared
6
with those obtained in a two-dimensional analysis indicates that damp-
ing and restoring capability proportional to angles and angular rates
measured from the cable are better than damping and restoring with
respect to the variational angular rates and angles a1 '2 and a1 ' 2 as
defined herein.
The steady-state motion due to first order gravity-gradient effects
was shown to be small and its influence on the transient response neg-
ligible under nominal nonresonant conditions. Resonance was shown to
occur for certain choices of system parameters. For cable attachment
lengths which are small in comparison with the cable equilibrium length,
the linear equations were less coupled and so the effects of resonance
could be more easily identified. Also, damping may reduce the order of
magnitude of the steady-state motion in a resonant situation.
Further work on this system could involve redefining damping and
restoring constants so that they are like those of Ref. 6 and incor-
porating them into the equations of motion. In addition, the equations
of motion could be rederived for the case in which each end body is
attached to the cable at a more general point, not restricted to lie
along a principal axis of inertia.
A future examination of gravity-gradient effects may include a
redevelopment of the complete gravity-gradient potential for this space
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station-counterweight system and a more complete stability analysis
involving Floquet theory. Effects produced by unidentical end bodies
could also be considered.
61.
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IN THE PRESENCE OF GRAVITY-GRADIENT TORQUES
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FIG. 39 RESONANT STEADY-STATE RESPONSE FOR WEAKLY COUPLED IN-PLANE MOTION
IN THE PRESENCE OF GRAVITY-GRADIENT TORQUES
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FIG. 40 DAMPED RESONANT STEADY-STATE RESPONSE FOR WEAKLY COUPLED IN-PLANE
MOTION WITH GRAVITY-GRADIENT EFFECTS
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FIG. 41 DAMPED RESONANT STEADY-STATE RESPONSE FOR WEAKLY COUPLED IN-PLANE
MOTION WITH GRAVITY-GRADIENT EFFECTS
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FIG. 42 DAMPED RESONANT STEADY-STATE RESPONSE FOR WEAKLY COUPLED IN-PLANE
MOTION WITH GRAVITY-GRADIENT EFFECTS
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FIG. 43 TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF 02 FOR IDENTICAL SYSTEM WITH GRAVITY-GRADIENT EFFECTS
APPENDIX
All nine equations of motion were derived using the approxima-
tion that sin(qp) " qp and cos(qp) z 1 where qp is one of the out-of-
plane variables (2' 1 "2' 2' 2 ' Y  1)  If, in addition, terms of third
degree and higher in qp are assumed negligible, the nonlinear e2 equa-
tion can be written as
[2(1e + a),z - 2(e1 +n)e;102 + 0 ]
.2
+P 1[-B 3 2 2 -+ 3 l + B - (3 + £)$B1 - (03 
+  2) 32 19
+ 1 + 31 - ( 1 + )Bl, - (01 + Q)*3 2 1 l]sin$3 sin@l
+pl[$2012 ' - B3el2 + ($3 + ")e1 B2 1 z + 282$ 1Z + 3 "
.2
-2 3181 - ($3 + )2I + 3 2822 + 2 z B1- $3$2l1
2
-(0l + Q)221 + (e1 + ")"3 2B1-(I+)B2 21(I 3+)2
- 1 1 2 ] cosB3 cosO1
+pl[P3elI - + (3 + Q)61 - ( 3 + a) 3- -lalk-382.1Bk-2 3 2Bl1
.2 .22 2
-BI1 - 23Y 2Z - 32 - (e1 + ) 3 1-( 3+0)( e+ST)2]sin$3cosO
. . .2 .2 2
+Pl[2-3 2 +2+ -321 +2 3 2 " ) 3 +
11.2.
2 .2
01+ 012 + (61 + Q32k+ 22Z+ ( 3 + )2l
+ ( 3 + Q2)Y122] cos6 3sinO1
+P21-~ 2 ~~ 3 ~ 1 2 +y 3 k -(y 3 +glylylz-(y 3 +Q2)y 3 y 2 y1 2.
+flOJ] 2. + 361Y1Z - (61+Q)*ylPz- (61+Q2y*3y2y12.1siny3siraj
P,3 O' 2y2 + (y 3 +Q)6ly 2 y1 2 + y2yl2. + 'y32.
-2Y3 y1Y1.  (Y3-i-Q) 2yl + 3 2y2 - + y2k Tl y3y2y2.
+pu+)y 3 y2 'ylZ + (o 1 +Q)y 2ylz
-(1+ QX)Y3 + P-)y2ylz- Y12 Y2IcOsy3 c0s0 ]
- 2y 3 y 2 y 2 k
.2 .2 2 2
-YlP .-2y3y1y2k.y 3 y 2 2-(6l±SQ) 3 yz-( 3 +q)(Ol+Q)Zlsiny3 sinO1
k.2 -2 2
+p 2 [y2 y2 Z y3 yly 22 + Y'22. + -~l 'Y2 81y9 - y3y2y1Q.
(i3 I2~ 32 3 ('+) 1 1 1 y 1 22 3 1 y 2  1' 2 2
2 2 2+(3Q(1Qz+ 61Qlyt+ (6i) 3 2 +*
113.
+(Y3 + 2 Y+ (y3+ )ly 2z] cosy 3 sinel
=0
1 14.'
TH4E VARIATIONAL FORM OF THE ~1EQUATION IS
[+ 2(0'n+Q>s + 2x6 + 2(on+Q)6 2(On+Q2)O2e2]
52 + 20 -26+)6O + n~lI1in3sn
+P1[- 20 n22 - 2n21 + 2(6n+)n 321+22]+1-
.2
-2(6n + 2 2 (On+p~) 2 2f31]cos 3 cosel
+P;[62 $2 2(0 c - - 2(042)- - 26 -
n I (nsNl 1 n+Q I 1 1 n. 2 1 1
- 2~ -(e+06~ - OI~)2_ (+2) 2 6] sin03 cOse1
.2 .22 a.2+26q)*1
.2 2 0~~ + 2 + - 2 6~~~ +
-002 + 2(0n+0) 21 + O + +o + 2 (en+Q2)f3 2
2
+(n+ Q)602] c00r3 sinel
.2
~~~~~y Q(f+)ll(I~~ )6flY Yj)yI1si nY3 sin0 1o
+P2[2On'y2Y2+2- ~ + 2 (6n+")OY2(6n' + y2y +6-n'
-2(On + N2Y2  (On + 2) y~l cosY3 co 0
22 .2 2_
+~2O~ 1-2(6fl+Q)c' 2 (Ofl+Q)cI26-yjy1j 2 Ofy2yl-y1- 2 6nly2
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.22 2 (2 2+ 6 sinY3 coso
-n2 n + 1 " n +  )2] sinY 3 cos
+P 2[Y2Y2_ "Y1 2+ 2y-26n 2Y +2(6 n+) 2+ 2(n+Q) 2 6
+P [2 2-n 1 2 2 n n 2 1 n 2 2 n 2
+ (2 + 2 + + )
+ (n + )n ] cosY3sinl 0
For pl = 2 0, the linear el (x) equation becomes from equation
(28a)
X + 2 (8 n + n)6 = 0 or,
x + 2(e + )s= c = constant (A)
where c is determined from the initial conditions. The linear z
(6) equation is, (after employing the equilibrium condition),
2 o.
-2(6n + Q)x - (,n +  ) 6+ k16 + k26 = 0 (B)
Solving Equation (A) for 2 and substituting the resulting expression
into (B) gives
6 + k2  + [k1 + 3(8n + Q5 ]6 = 2c( + Q) (C)
Now at steady-state, 6 = = 0 so that from equation (C), the steady-
state solution for 6 can be written
6 = 2c(n + Q) (D)kl + 3(on + q)2
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Substitution of equation (D) into (A) shows that for steady-state,
X is constant,
4(e + s)
x = c 1 - = constant (E)
k' + 3(5n + Q)
Thus, for this case, the system acquires a new spin rate and a new
equilibrium cable length for c 0.
The following two programs were used to obtain the transient
resoonses:
// XEC LIST
*EXTFNCEC PRPECISIC
*IOCS(14C3 PRINTLF
'
,CI SK)
*ONE LOR INTEGE:S
*LIST SOLRCE PRORAV
REAL KI,K2,LO
)I'ENSIO NtCUxN(26bO)
DIVENSICN SC tL(Lt )
COv~ N (1), C ,C 16) ,9 ,R2,RISR2S,RI2,R ,2MIS,R2SY,R 2 0TH,
1 W, rh ,n T, -, wS, T TH,THS,XIC, X IB2, E 3 XICi, ICZ,X I03
CO . XK1, 'K 2, XK a3, XKC1, XKC2,x.K3, XC31,c C2, xC3, XCC1, XCC2,
1XCC xKl, 2,CELr
COM"'C YJ!,;(J2,XJ3tXJ4
_CI
MyVON PAR:-' (5)
. COVO!N L
EQU IV'LECE (.CON N( 1) ,NPRPT)
DEFINE FILE 221(1,26CU, IDVvY)
DAT SC L/.0. ,.,7.0,12.0, 12.0,0.27 0.42,0. 8,i.5,0.7,0.4,6.,60 .
l,12.0,C6.0,1.0,6.0,6.0/
PAR~ (1) =0.0
PAR(2)=3CC.0
PAR.M! 3)=0.25
PARV(4)=1.CE-05
NPRN T=5
NEXT = 1
SUV=0.0
U I 1 =1,18
U(II=O.0
SUM!=SU.+1.0 /SCAL(1)
SDU ()=1./SCAL( 1)
00 2 I=1,18
2 U( I )=DU( I )/SL
1=C.055'3. 1415926535/180.07
DTH=32.-3.1415926535/180L.0
,N : = TH+VS ,-c ,* C) . . . . . . .. . .5- . . . . ....... .. . ...... . ....... ... .---
Ti.=2.0*W
D1IFS=D THCH l _i
TwN=2.0 hN
LO=230.0 .
KI=1000.0
K2=56.7
RHC1 = 12.0
RHO2=12.0
XMI=600.0
XP'L=XMl*XY2/ (X I +X;,2)
__ _IF (, I ) 1 -1 3 -1.2
13 V;R I T E (\ , 15 )
15 FMR ATC'O01HE CA'.kLE I S N~OT S1RCNG ENOUGH FOR THE GIVEN SPIN RATE
12 L(kiLXY' II FT1E2)%ST/(17 Eh LS
17 FGRv .A1( 4 0X. 1 h -E Q ~I L 131 U Y L EN G TH I S ,F 72,/'1'
XI=X?'UvOI-tIL
--- x II -= 6i .. o /I ____
- xit?=6ooo3. dxI-
x IC,3 = 6 6 1 C. C,/ xI
- XIC2=XI[32
XIC 3 =XI .3
___________ 
XKel=I5 5CC.C/XI __
XKL'3=155CO.C/X I
____________X KC IXK1 ____ I. - -
X K C 2 X( K, 2
XKC3=AK3
____Y XCc1xc -21___
XCC3=XCB3
XJl=(X!E'2-XJ31)U2.0__
X J2= iXIU2+X I -,11/2.C
XJ3=(XIC2-XICI)/2.C
_______ 
XJ4=(XIL2+XIC1I)/2.O .0 . .. ~... -
R 2$ =Rf'C 2 E~ 2
R 12 =Rl1 : 2
RI X=- RIS
9 2 S - R2 S___
I 2.'=-R 12
XXK1=XKl/!-.tS-1.*0
_________ 
XXK2=XK2/KN
X X K B 2 X V U I N
XX K 3= X K-33/ - ... - . . . . . -.
XXKC I=XtKC I/"%'
XXKC2=Xr2 /W
_____ 
-- XX <C.3=X KC 3/i,:__ -,;
XXCD2=XCiE2/6%s
XXC'B3=XCF,3/ ,j~S
xxclC=xccI/..iS
XXCCZ=XtC2 /V,'4S
XXCC3=XCC3I~ -.-
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,R l IE ( N T, 23 .) , 01H
R ITE(N PRT,21
:R I T E(NPr PP T, 74 1 ,R
V R ] I E(NP.RN T, 21
SI TE (N'R 1,25)XIB1,X ICL
WRITE(NPRN1T, 26 XIB2,XIC2
WR I T (' IN' T,27 3 , X IC 3
wiI E('P RNT ,1)
R I fE( PR NT,2 )XK , I XKCI
liRI TE( RN 1 , 29) x,u2 , YKC2
VRlI; E( NPRNI, 30)XKu3,XKC3
,WRI TE (NPRNT, 21
VWRI- TE 1 NPR: T,31 XC 1 6 XCCL
WRI It (:Pi',*\ T,32) XCB ,XCC2
WR! TE ('PRN'T, 33) X'i3 ,XCC3
WRITE(N'PRNT,21
wki T [ l NPRN T', )34 X KIX92
R ITE(NPRNT,21
WRI I E(NPRNT,35 XXK , i tXXKCI
kRITE (NPR:T , 36 )XXKV 2, XXKC2
V;RITE(.NPT,37)XxKK3,XXKC3
ARI TE L MA,,. 'T  21
WRI 1 TE(N PRNT,38) XXC.1, XXCc 1
RI TE ( P,.NT,_3,) X<C"2, X .CC2
._h RI E(-N - - --- "- -- - -------T,2 1)RI V {" . TC ) (. Cri3, XXCC3
kR T.INPR 1 ,41 )XK) , XK2
wRIf E( NPR% Tt2)(U ) I =I1,1 )
21 FORUAT(/)
22 FOR!,'MT(i 8X, 'THP INITIAL CON[:ITI:ONS ARE' //X,9F12.5/'9XoE12.5)
23-FORAT(2,'- . -= ,F12.7,1XJ:<, 'OTH = ,F12.7)
24 FOR:'AT(32X,'RI = ' ,F2.7,19X ,'2 'F12.7)
25 FOR'AT(I32X,'XIE i '= F12.7 ,1 X,'XICI = ',F12.7)
27 FORF:AI(32X, ' I 3 = ',F12. 19,X 'xC3 = ',F12.7)
28 FORVAT(3?2X, XKX1 = ',F12.7,19 'XKCI = ',Fl2.7)
29 f.OR ..AT(32 ,'XKV2- = ,FL12.7, 1 X,'XKC2 = " 12.7)
30 FGRYAI(32X, 'XKl 3 = ,F12.7, 19X 'XiKC3 : Fl12.7)
31 FfiR IT(32K,'XCUL = ',F12.7,19X, 'XCC = ',F12.7)
32 FORA1 (32X 'XCB2 = ,F12.7,19X, 'XCC2 = ',Fl2.I)
33 FVIR.YAT(32X,'XCL3 = ',E12.5,19X,'XCC3 = 'E12.5)
34 FGR V T(32X,'XKI = ,F12.7,19X, 'XK2 = ',F12.7)
3, t F ,.1 (31X ,'XXKibl 1= ', 2.7, I X,'XXKCI = ' F12.7)
36 fVCR"AT(31X,'XXKB2 = ',F12.7 ,1X,'XXKC2 = 'F12.7)
37 FOR-,1(31X,',KXK 3 = I'F 2.7,1 X,'XXKC3 = ,Fl12.7)
38 FOR .AT(31X, 'X, C 1 = ' -12.7,1 X, XXCC1 = 1, 12.7)
39 FORMiAT(31X,'XXC32 = ',F12.7, IX,'XXCC2 'F12.7)
40 FORMAI(31X,'xXCB3 = 'E12.5, 18X,'XXCC3 = 'E12.5)
41 FORVAT(31X,'XXKI = - F12.7, ICX,'XXK2 = Fl2. 7
VWR ITE( 221' 1 ) NC OC
CALL EXIT
ENC
// XEC L 1
F ILES (221,SSCC-')
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// JC O000F 00C0 COOb 000A
LOG LRIVE CART SPEC CRT ARA L PHYiCRIVE
OCCC o0GF 0COF 0001
ICc 0O0C C 000A 0002
GCC2 CCCI CO- 0000
V2 Vll ACTUL 16i; CONFIG ICK
// XE; LIST
*DELLE L SSM24
// FC.,TAN
EXTE DF{C PRECISICN
*1(C5(1 1 C3 PRI E 1E , IS -..
ON-E WORU ITL RS
*LIST SOLU.CE PrCG'LAF
EXTER.NAL SS'.5-1SSCLT
DIVESIC\ ,CRK(S ,16) ,NC ;. (260)
C_(_VKC 0N j PRXT, EXT
COf'M U(1 ) :- ( . R 2. 1 - R -- , 2 a 
-MR2 12 OT
c i s ,F,!,[.,:.S,T ,DTr ,, IBL ,.! 2,X 33, IC : IC2,XIC3CO_.'y t, 5 K31,T 2,.x. ':C,X KC2 ,XC3,XC ~.XC22,C- 3,XCC1,XCC2,
IXCC3,x 1,K2,C FL
COP'Fi XJI,XJ J, J3,XJ4
CO V:'l ? ( j)
COC N EL
,O:'ON r T,C(9,9)
_ COH'C YYi3 )
EOUIVVALE (\C2'( ii ,NR I
EQLI VAL ENC (C( C 1, ),C 1), C(1, 2 ,C12),C ( 1,3),C13),(C(1,4),C14), (C
11 ,C15), (C( 1,6)J C1 ),(C(1 ,7 ),C 7) ,(C(t,8) ,C 1, (C(1,9),C19) ,(C(22,1 ), C2 1),( (2,2 .12) ,(C(2, 3),C23) (C ( , ), 24),(C 2,51 ,C25), (C (2,
36),C26),(C 2, 7),C2-7) ,(C(2, ),C2 C, C 2,9 ,C29
O UIVAL CE (C(3, 3.1), C31),(C((3), 2), 3,3),C33),(C(3,4),C34),(C
1(3,5) ,C35i ,(-C(3,6 ), 3 (C(.C(3,7) ,C3 ) , C ( 3, ), C3, ), (C(3,9) ,C3 ), (C(
24,1) ,C41,),( ,2 42) (C (4 3) ,C43),(C(4, ),C44),(C(4,5),C45),(C(4
3,61,C46), C( ,.),C 7 ),(C(4, I,C4t ) , (C(4,9),C49)
QLIQALi (( 1), 5 ), C(5,12),C52),(C(5,3C53C 3),(C(5 4),-C5,1,(C
1(5,6),C 61 , ( ( 1 ,C57), (C( , ),C5 ), (C(5,9) ,CS ), (C(6,1) ,C61),(C(26,2),C6 2 I,(C(6,3) 3) b,4),C( , (C( ,5),C65) ),(C(6,6),C66),(C(6
3,7),C67), ( C( ,c ),((, 9) ,C6 (),(C(5,5 ), C 5[OUIVALENCE (C(7l),C71, (C 7,2) C72), (C(7,3) ,C 3) , (C(7 4),C74) (C1(7,5) C75) (C (7,t), .76), C(7,7),C77), (C(7, ),C7;) (C(7,9) ,C7; ),(C(
2 1) ,0 1 , - ( ,2 ),0- ) , (C( ,3) ,C-3 ), (C ( ,4) ,C5. ), (C , 5) ,C85) , C(03,6) ,C)), (C(;,7),C 7) ,(C (9 , ,C 8) , 3C ( ,9 , 89)
EC IV LE.CE (?.1 1,C' 91), ( (9,2) ,C92), (C(9,3),C93),( ,(94 ), C94), (C
1(95 ),C -5) ,( 6(9- ), ),(C( ,7),C97), (C(-,8),C9 ),(C(9,9),C9c)UEFINE FILE 221(1,2z0,U, Io",Y)I,2 2 0(1204,30,U,NEXT)
RFEA0 (22 1'1 )NCCP:4
.RITE(b,12)NE T . .............. .
12 FORYAT( IX, )
CO 2 l1, 9
G0 .2 J=1,9
2 C(1,J)=0.C
C13=Rl
C14=R2
C33=Rl14XP
C 34=R2 
C43=K1 2
C44=RS+X1C3----__ .- ... . .. ..-..
C55=l .C
C66= XJ2
C99=XJ4
_____ WR IT C,(NP.rUT,4C)IiF__
5OFRMTIPNC ' IHLF='3.
k.R I T E ( 22 1 1 1'JC VN
CALL EXIT ~- .. . . .
#STC(-:.LC., %S U A S S,"2 A I __ O0OOB
*F ILES(22: ,SSC0-) (220,SSFIL.-) _
